Furutech NCF – it’s especially effective on low-level
phono signals, even on your system at home
Analog signal cables carry audio signals of various frequencies and digital cables carry highvolume sampling frequencies, both very susceptible to resonance and noise radiated through
such cables. Phono cables carry low-level signals that are particularly susceptible. NCF was
designed by Furutech to remove such resonance and noise and enhance your listening
experience.

Newly introduced NCF Booster-Signal-L has a lower sitting base plate than the previous model
and can be used for low-profile connectors and cables.
Since NCF is a resin-based material, the unit itself does not have much weight. However, it
seems that the hollow structure of the NCF Booster-Signal-L has been specially designed to
damp whatever it comes in to contact with - in addition to its antistatic properties.
In the audition test, we listened to the LP of "Two Chords" by Yuko Ohashi played on a Technics
SL-1200G fitted with a Phasemation PP-2000 cartridge and Accuphase C-37 phono stage.
The “NCF Booster Series” has become a worldwide hit with its unmistakable effect on playback
and its wide range of applications and uses.
This test we fitted the "NCF Booster-Signal-L", supporting lower signal terminals, and fitted the
"NCF Booster-Brace", which further improves the quality of power by sitting snugly around the
power plug.
(E-480amplifier and PL200 Monitor Audio Speakers)

Starting without and NCF in the system we had a satisfactory sound – it is a Reference system after
all.
However, first setting of the NCF Booster-Signal-L to the output terminals on the SL-1200G made a
massive difference. The signal-to-noise ratio clearly increased. The finer graininess of the sound
cleared up and the soundstage grew, as if the air in the listening room had been cleaned, and as a
result, the bass felt as if it was extended by one octave or more. In addition, the bass felt controlled
and without loss.

Next, using the same phono cable, the NCF Booster-Signal-L was set at input terminals of the C-37.
The honest impression was of the effects heard before becoming more enhanced. Muffling of the
bass is lowered by more than an octave, and the clarity of the piano increased, so that it became easy
to follow both the left and right hands on the piano.
Involvement in music has become more aggressive, and harmony pleasant to the ear.
Adding NCF to the power input of the C-37:
Although the center of gravity of the bass does not decrease, the pitch is easier to hear, and the
sound image is deeper. Increased quietness in the background.
Next, I tried using it for the power input of the SL-1200G. This had a significant effect, and the texture
of the low range became harder and more rigid, and the pitch became even easier to listen to.
Finally, setting an NCF Booster-Brace on the E-480 power cable at the power box distributor. This was
amazing. The air and space in the listening room spread out. You can feel the illusion as if the walls
and the ceiling limiting the sound field had disappeared. Once you know this sound, you can't go back.
This is an accessory you don't want to remove. I want you to try it.

